M/Y ALEXANDRA

Benetti Alexandra is 50 metres of pure satisfaction for those who love cruising. The combined work of Benetti design
team and Stefano Natucci has once again allowed the shipyard to deliver a state-of-the-art-yacht. The external lines and
wide window openings of Alexandra are typical of the Benetti style and the interior is a true custom yacht achievement,
with the signature of Terence Disdale for design and Alan Jones for decoration. Motor yacht Benetti Alexandra is the sixth
yacht in Benetti's Golden Bay series of semi-displacement vessels. Motor yacht Alexandra has been built to ABS Malta
Cross A1 classification with classic Italian exterior lines from Stefano Natucci and a Disdale interior. Alexandra achieves
performance and reliability, equipped with the latest electronic and communication devices and with an interesting and
innovative feature of this yacht in the two collapsible bulwarks aft of the single lounge/dining room on the main deck. The
aft of the main house being dominated by a pair of full size glass sliding doors, not only adds to the sense of space, but
also allows for a virtually uninterrupted panoramic view aft from the dining table.
Accommodation: In 4 decks, 7 cabins for guests, 6 cabins for crew. Full beam master at the upper deck.
Coming on board motor yacht Alexandra, you enter a world of luxury and sophistication. Attention to detail is a key word
at Benetti. Large side windows on all decks and foldable bulkwark doors in the dinning room clear the horizon and create
a wonderful terrace on the sea.

Technical Specifications:
Construction Material Steel hull and Aluminium superstructure
Type: Semi-displacement
Length Overall (LOA): 49, 95Mt.
Maximum Beam: 9.00 mt.
Maximum Draft: 2, 97 mt
Fuel Capacity: 75,000 1-19,800 US gallons
Fresh water capacity: 21,000 1-5,500 US gallons
Main Engines: 2 x MTU 12V 396TE94 2262hp
Maximum Speed: 18 kn at half load
Cruising Speed: 17 kn at half load
Range at 12 knots: 3,800 nm.
Generators: 2 x 125 k W Northen Lights
Bow Thruster: Vosper 75 k W
Water maker: 2 x 12,000 l/day
Stabilizers: Vosper
Propellers: Five blade Benetti Design
Design: Stefano Natucci
Interior Design: Terence Disdale /Alan Jones
Accommodation for guests: 14
Accommodation for crew: 11
Classification: ABS Malta Cross A1-Yacht Service, AMS
Decks: Four (4)

Accommodation:

Innovation is one of the key elements in the construction of Alexandra. S
offers a very special deck plan to accommodate 14 guests in 7 cabins: the
full beam master suite and owner’s study are located on the upper deck. T
2 VIPs are on the main deck and the 4 guest cabins on the lower deck. Th
use of space has been optimized whilst maintaining a feeling of luxury an
comfort. Exceptional 50 metre yacht space!
(1 King(S), 2 Queen(s), 2 Doubles, 2 Twin(s).
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